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For the embassy
Lead animator: Neill blomkamp 
Animation Super: Trevor cawood 
Animators: Winston helgason, 
Simon van de Lagemaat  
compositor: Stephen pepper 

toolkit
LightWave, Shake, photoshop

For Wieden+Kennedy
AD: brad Trost 
copy: Jason bagley 
Ep: ben Grylewicz                  
producer: Jennifer Fiske

niKe “eVolution” 
tVc :30 (director’s cut)

agency:
Wieden+Kennedy uSa 

director:
neill BloMKaMp

production/animation/VFX
the eMBaSSy 
www.theembassyvfx.com

building on the success of “crab”, 
their previous Nike assignment, 
Vancouver-based director Neill 
blomkamp and The Embassy 
crew unwrap the ancestral lineage 
of Nike’s Air Zoom huarache 
2K4 trainer via some technically 
grueling cG masquerading as 
stop motion. bTW, this is the 
director’s cut.



ViSa “MonSter chaSe” 
cinema commercial 2:00

agency:
cleMenGer BBdo, Sydney

director:  
Bruce hunt

production: 
@radical Media

VFX:
aniMal loGic 
www.animallogic.com

This two minute theatrical version 
of a campaign that includes :60, 
:30, :20, and :15 versions for TV, 
counts 108 scenes of feature-
scale VFX. “The idea,” says 
director bruce hunt, “Is to hit the 
cinema audience between the 
eyes.” 

The four-day shoot found hunt 
and Animal Logic’s on-set crew 
toughing it out in prague’s opulent 
18th century Strahov Library 
with supermodel Sofia Vergera 
playing the lead. Nine time zones 
away in Sydney the VFX team 
of 19 labored for 16 weeks to 
bring AL’s sixth Lara croft spot to 
completion.

For clemenger BBdo
cD: Danny Searle
copy: Jeremy Southern
AD: rohan Young
producer: paul Johnston

For @radical media
producer: Julianne Shelton

For animal logic
Ep: Jacqui Newman
Line producer: Sarah hiddlestone
VFX super: Simon Whiteley
3D team leader:  
Luke hetherington
Lead compositor: hugh Seville

toolkit
Maya, MayaMan, renderMan, 
Fusion, Flame, pc’s
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huMMer “eVolution”
tVc :30

agency:
ModerniSta!

directors:
BoriS naWartil,  
daVid nord

design/animation/post:
FilMtecKnarna 
www.filmtecknarna.com 
 
FilmTecknarna was founded in 1981 
but hit North American airwaves 
hard in the summer of 2004 with 
an impossible-to-ignore frenzy of 
kaleidoscopic collisions for the 
new hummer h2. The animation, 
graphic work and post was done in 
FT’s Stockholm studio. 
 
For Filmteknarna/ 
curious pictures 
Eps: David Starr, Meredith brown 
producers: Susanne Granlöf,  
Sherri Leavy 
prod. manager: Sophie Lindgren 
Editor: Johan Irebough 
comp supers: Stefan Ljungberg, 
Aron hagerman 
3D modeling super: Johan Irebough 
 

For Modernista! 
EcDs: Gary Koepke, Lance Jensen 
cDs: Will Urions, Shane hutton 
Ep: charles Wolford 
 
toolkit 
Softimage XSI, Electric Image,  
After Effects, photoshop, Final cut
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niKe - art oF Speed  
“leS JuMelleS”
Branded content 2:05

director:
JoSeph KoSinSKi

animation/VFX:
KdlaB 
WWW.KdlaB.net

In 2004 Joseph Kosinski was a 
relatively unknown director and 
partner in NY studio KDLAb. 
The unhkown part changed 
significantly with this piece which 
brings Einstein, tightly clad 
models and magical red footwear 
together in a to-die-for French 
chateau where an athlete learns 
first hand the perils of going for 
your morning run at the speed of 
light. According to Albert’s theory 
of special relativity, as a person 
approaches the speed of light 
time appears to accelerate around 
them – a phenomena known as 
time dilation. Short story shorter, 
when she gets back from her half 
hour jaunt six months have passed 
at home. 

check the Behind the Scenes 
feature on the dVd for on-set 
photos and storyboards.

For KdlaB
producers: Dean Di Simone, 
Joseph Kosinski
Ep: chris buckley
Design/animation: Joseph Kosinski
Motion graphics/titles:  
Dean Di Simone
Modeling: Oliver Zeller
Music/sound design: TrS-80  

toolkit
3DS Max, mental ray, After Effects, 
premiere, bOXX workstations/
render servers
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citroen c4 “tranSForM” 
tVc :30

agency: 
euro rScG london

director: 
neill BloMKaMp

production: 
Spy FilMS

animation/VFX 
the eMBaSSy
www.theembassyvfx.com

After detailed discussions of how 
a 25-foot high metal transformer 
might shake his tail lights, Marty 
Kudelka, better known as Justin 
Timberlake’s choreographer, 
danced 30 takes of improvised 
motion capture to bring this little 
French car to life. The Embassy 
recommended the environment 
also be created in cG to allow 
them complete freedom of camera 
movement.

For euro rScG london  
AD: Steve Nicholls 
copy: Matt Anderson 
producer: Nicola Evans

For Spy Films
Ep: carlo Trulli

toolkit
Lightwave, Modo, Shake with 
Sapphire plug-ins

For the embassy
VFX: Neill blomkamp 
VFX super: Trevor cawood 
VFX producer: Winston helgason 
Lead animator:  
Simon van de Lagemaat 
Lead modeler: paul Davies 
Modeler: Ali Maleka   
compostitors: Stephen pepper, 
Jon Anastasiades
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adidaS “unStoppaBle” 
tVc :60

agency: 
tBWa\chiat\day

director: 
Brian Beletic

production: 
SMuGGler

animation/VFX: 
diGital doMain
www.digitaldomain.com

Digital Domain ties together a cG 
gym, little cG people running on 
a CG floor, ten CG helicopters 
displacing air and casting 
shadows, live action people—big 
and tiny, swizzle stick sized cG 
harpoons and a tangle of cG 
cables to create a well trained 
(but disastrously camouflaged) 
Lilliputian Special Forces unit 
determined to rein in Tracy 
McGrady. The entire spot was 
previs’d to ensure the shoot stayed 
within the two-day hole in T-Mac’s 
schedule.

For tBWa\chiat\day 
Ep: Jennifer Golub 
EcD: chuck Mcbride 
AD: Geoff Edwards 
copy: Scott Duchon 
producer: Monika prince

For digital domain
Ep: Gabby Gourrier 
producer: Stephanie Gilgar 
VFX super: brad parker 
Animation super: piotr Karwas 
cG supervisor: brad hayes 
Lead compositor: rob Moggach

For Smuggler
Ep: brian carmondy 
producer: Aris McGarry 
Dp: Jeff cronenweth

For p.S. 260
Editor: Maury Loeb

toolkit
Maya, LightWave, Nuke 
(proprietary), Flame



“Gopher BroKe” 
Short film 4:17

Writer/director: 
JeFF FoWler

design/animation: 
Blur
www.blur.com

The product of an in-house 
competition at blur that invites 
employees to submit concepts, 
storyboards or treatments for 
short films. In production for five 
months with a team of 25, Gopher 
Broke went on to be short-listed 
for an Oscar.

Selected credits for Blur 
Ep: Tim Miller 
Additional story: Keith Lango,  
Tim Miller 
producer: Al Shier 
Assoc producer: Mandy Sekelsky 
Animation super: Marlon Nowe 
Lighting/compositing super:  
Dan rice 
Storyboards: Jeff Fowler 
concept art: Sean McNally,  
chuck Wojtkiewicz 
Layout: Jeff Fowler, Derron ross 
Animation: Wim bien, Jeff Fowler, 
remi McGill, Marlon Nowe, Samir 
patel, Derron ross, Davy Sabbe, 
George Schermer, Jason Taylor

See the dVd for full credits

toolkit
3ds Max, brazil, Digital Fusion
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“eSuVee” 
cinema and tVc :60

agency:  
Bartle BoGle heGarty, ny

director: 
danny KleinMan

production: 
KleinMan productionS

VFX:  
FraMeStore cFc
www.framestore-cfc.com

Arguably the most VFX intensive 
pSA in history, this spot required 
the creation of a photo-realistic 
herd of long-haired cG creatures 
interacting with humans in only 
three months. Technical prep work 
on the creatures’ shaggy coats 
alone took two of those months 
and was finally solved using 
Maya’s paint Effects. The spot is 
one component of a $27 million 
campaign produced as part of the 
settlement with Ford related to the 
high incidence of SUV rollovers 
particularly among younger male 
drivers. 

Watch Behind the Scenes on 
the dVd.

For Bartle Bogle hegarty
producer: bruce Wellington 
creatives: John hobbs,  
peter rosch

For Kleinman productions
producer: Johnnie Frankel

For Framestore cFc
VFX super/Inferno: William bartlett 
cGI supers/TDs: Andy boyd, 
 Jake Mengers 
3D animators: Don Mahmood,  
rob hemmings, Gwilym Morris, 
Nicklas Andersson, Anders 
Thonell, Federico cascinelli 
TDs: David Mellor, Dean robinson, 
Laura Dias, howard Sly, Alex Doyle 
3D assistant: Thomas Mortimer 

roto: Nicha Kumkeaw,  
Dasha Ashley 
Inferno: chris redding,  
Darran Nicholson 
colorist: Matt Turner 
Post producer: Scott Griffin 
pA: Linda Francini

toolkit
Inferno, Maya with proprietary 
in-house scripts/plug-ins, boujou, 
MatchMover, Spirit 4K

stash 07.06
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MtV “FloWer” 
Broadcast design

client:  
MtV international 
netWorKS

director: 
toKyo plaStic

animation:  
toKyo plaStic
www.tokyoplastic.com

produced as part of the MTV 
Art breaks series, all design, 
modeling, animation, sound and 
editing for this ID was completed 
by London-based directing team 
Tokyo plastic; AKA Sam Lanyon 
Jones and Drew cope. The 
pair assures us the conceptual 
starting point for the piece was, 
“The fusion of the organic and 
the synthetic with allusions to the 
mystic/mythical/Eastern religions. 
It’s kind of complicated and kind of 
irrelevant.”

For MtV international  
commissioner: peter Moller

For tokyo plastic
Design/animation/sound/editing: 
Sam Lanyon Jones, Drew cope

toolkit
3 Max, brazil, Sound Forge, Acid 
and After Effects



“StranGer’S Wrath” 
Game cinematic

director: 
lorne lanninG

design/animation:  
oddWorld
www.oddworld.com

The singularly odd world of Lorne 
Lanning swerves into a neo–wild 
west vibe for the latest incarnation 
of his hit franchise. This Stanger’s 
Wrath game open was animated 
in-house at the Odd World studio 
in San Luis Obispo, cA by a tiny 
team working to a six month 
schedule. Odd World Stranger’s 
Wrath was released in the US and 
the UK in 2005 to run exclusively 
on Xbox.

read more about this project 
at www.stashmedia.tv/08_28.

Watch Behind the Scenes on 
the dVd.

For oddworld
Animator: rich McKain  
TD: Iain Morton  
cG tools: rob Tesdahl  
production design:  
raymond Swanland  
character design: raymond 
Swanland, Silvio Aebischer 
producer/editor: Josh heeren  
Sound designer/composer: 
Michael bross

toolkit
Maya, Shake

stash 08.28



For Visual art
cD/lead 3D: Johan rimér 
producer: Johan Sjöstedt 
project manager: Frida Färlin 
project assistant: Eva Mautino 
3D: Niklas Ström, Mattias 
Forsstöm, Daniel rodén,  
Kim hellgren 
2D: Niklas Nyqvist, Emnet 
Mulugeta, Dogge Artursson  
2D/editor: Kalle Lundberg 
Flame: Jens-peter Sjöberg 

toolkit
Maya, renderMan, mental ray, 
After Effects, Flame, Shake, Joe 
Alter’s Shave and a haircut

agency:  
Mother

director: 
Johan riMer

animation:  
ViSual art
www.visualart.se

This all-cG spot for Gizmondo’s 
handheld gaming/music/movies/
camera/texting device was 
created in five weeks by animation 
and post house Visual Art. The 
Stockholm-based studio employed 
Joe Alter’s Shave and a haircut 
software to place a million hairs on 
the bee which was modeled after 
a real Bombus terrestris borrowed 
from the Swedish Museum of 
Natural history. The 30 second 
project took a week to render with 
toughest frames topping out at 
eight hours each. 

Watch Behind the Scenes on 
the dVd.

stash 09.05

GiZMondo “BuMBleBee”  
tVc :30



stash 09.20

record label:  
VirGin recordS

directors: 
doM & nic

production:  
Factory FilMS

VFX:  
FraMeStore cFc
www.framestore-cfc.com

During the shoot for the renault 
“Hector’s Life” spot (Stash 07) 
Framestore cFc and directing 
team Dom & Nic shot exploratory 
live action tests using Mini 
DV. Intrigued with the feel and 
handheld look of the digital 
footage, the directors chose to use 
the format for this narrative promo 
that would have been prohibitively 
expensive in 35mm. With over 30 
cG shots to do in a compressed 
schedule, Framestore senior 
TD chris Syborn used Maya’s 
dynamic hair tools to handle the 
secondary motion required by 
the robot’s tail of cabling and 
wires. The final composite was 
completed in two weeks.

For Factory Films
producer: John Madsen

For Framestore cFc
VFX super: ben cronin  
cGI super/TD: Andy boyd  
3D animators/TDs: Jamie Isles, 
chris Syborn, Nicklas Andersson, 
Alex Doyle, howard Sly, Anders 
Thonell, Don Mahmood, Dean 
robinson, Kate hood, Jake 
Mengers, rob holder 
Sr Inferno: ben cronin 
Inferno: chris redding 
post producer: rebecca barbour  
Line producer: Linda Francini

toolkit
Image-based lighting with mental 
ray, Maya, Inferno

the cheMical BrotherS 
“BelieVe”  
Music video



For Smuggler
Eps: patrick Milling Smith,  
brian carmody 
producers: Allison Kunzman,  
Jeff Miller 
Writers: Filip Engström,  
Sinuhe Shrecengost 
Dp: Joe Desalvo 
2nd unit photography: Tim Angulo 
production designer:  
Steve Sumney

For pS260
Editors: Maury Loeb, Sara Idris

For Q department
Sound Design/music super:  
Maury Loeb

director:  
StyleWar/Filip enGStrÖM

production:  
SMuGGler 

VFX:  
the Mill 
FraMeStore cFc 
MoVinG picture coMpany 
SMoKe & MirrorS 
a52 
SWay

In an ongoing annual series 
designed to help Sony hD 
technology penetrate the 
commercials market, the company 
placed their newest hD production 
gear in the hands of A-list 
advertising directors and their 
associated production companies. 
The result is a star-studded 
invitational film festival of branded 
shorts. This entry, from Sweden’s 
Filip Engström of the Stylewar 
directing collective, finds six ace 
VFX houses donating time and 
talent to a vivid childhood fantasy 
of dogfight heroics. 

Sony dreaMS  
“little pony”  
Branded content

stash 09.29
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BMW M5 “road MonSter” 
Viral :60

agency:  
WcrS

director: 
philip hunt

animation:  
Studio aKa
www.studioaka.co.uk

This minute-long battle between 
demonic asphalt and the quiet 
confidence of the BMW M5 was 
created by London’s Studio AKA 
for distribution via email, web 
and DVD with possible TV and 
theatrical exposure to come.  
The design of the monster started 
with concept collages from AKA 
animator Dermot Flynn and then 
re-interpreted into 3D with XSI by 
director philip hunt. compositing 
was handled in After Effects.

For Studio aKa 
Animators: Dermot Flynn, rob 
Latimer, James Galliard, Fabrice 
Altman, Andy Staveley, Talia hill
Music: Aphex Twin, “Gwely 
Mernans”

toolkit
XSI, After Effects



agency:  
tBWa

director: 
WilFrid BriMo

production:  
Wanda
www.wanda.fr

animation: 
aKaMa Studio
www.akamastudio.com

by lubricating a serious message 
of sexual caution with comedy 
(music by The Vibrators) and a 
semi-cartoon style, TbWA cD Erik 
Vervoegen says he was able to 
get away with storytelling deemed 
completely unacceptable in live 
action. Working from concept 
sketchs by Vervoegen, director 
Wilfrid brimo drew a reference 
bible for each chapter of the short. 
It took a team of fifteen from Paris-
based Akama Studio three months 
to complete the final animation.

For tBWa 
producer: christine bouffort 
cD: Erik Vervroegen

For Wanda
producer: claude Fayolle

aideS  
Short film 3:30

stash 10.20
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hellGate: london  
Game cinematic

developer:  
FlaGShip StudioS

director: 
phil ShenK

animation:  
Blur 
www.blur.com

Flagship Studios maiden entry 
into the game market is a highly 
randomized action rpG set in a 
future that finds London in the grips 
of a demonic invasion. Our heroes, 
clad in stylin’ neo-medieval armor, 
slice and blast their way through 
layers of nasty, ugly and angry 
creatures in hopes of returning to 
the decaying world above.

 



2D and 3D demon concept art 
for the Hellgate: London game 
cinematic crafted by Blur Studios, 
Venice, CA.
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nine inch nailS “only”  
Music video 

record label:  
i nothinG

director: 
daVid Fincher

production/animation/VFX:  
diGital doMain
www.d2.com

Twenty years ago David Fincher 
began his directing career helming 
videos for pop heartthrob rick 
Springfield. His work during the 
late eighties for acts like paula 
Abdul, Madonna and Aerosmith 
lead to his narrative feature film 
debut with Alien 3 in 1992. With 
the help of Digital Domain he 
stepped back into the video genre 
in 2005 with this piece for NIN—his 
first collaboration with Trent 
reznor since the opening title 
sequence for Se7en in 1995. 

Digital Domain SVp Ed Ulbrich 
says Fincher has been toying with 
the pin box animation idea for 
almost 10 years, waiting for the 
right project and cG technology to 
coincide. According to VFX super 
Eric barba “Only” contains 76 fully 
cG shots with 10 more containing 
some live action (including the 
opening shot featuring his hand).

The hyper-real rendering, which 
makes it virtually impossible to 
tell the live action from the 3D 
shots, was accomplished with 
the ray tracing, hDr and global 
illumination abilities of V-ray (a 
plug-in for 3ds Max) and a render 
farm of up to 800 machines.

The 10-week schedule included 
only six hours to shoot reznor’s 
performance which was captured 
with DV on greenscreen with red 
and blue key lights to provide 
chroma information to help 
drive the procedural pin block 
animation.

The project, which had up to 18 

bodies assigned to it, was the first 
project Fincher has done at DD 
without storyboards, choosing 
instead to work out the interaction 
of reznor’s performance and the 
desktop set in previs and the edit.

Watch Behind the Scenes on 
the dVd.

For digital domain 
head of production:  
Michael pardee 
VFX super: Eric barba 
VFX producer: Lisa beroud 
Digital pM: chris house 
Editor: russ Glasgow 
cG super: Jay barton 

compositing super:  
Jonathan hicks 
Flame: James blevins 
Nuke composite: Greg Teegarden, 
Janelle croshaw 
Color grader: Todd Sarsfield 
pre-vis: John Allardice 
Digital artists: chris Norpchen, 
piotr Karwas, richard Morton, 
John cooper, Dave carlson, 
patrick perez, rob Nederhorst, 
Jim Gaczkowski, Aaron powell 
Tracking: Scott Edelstein 

toolkit 
LightWave, Maya, 3ds Max, V-ray, 
Nuke, Flame, Inferno



carlton drauGht “BiG ad” 
tVc :60

agency: 
GeorGe patterSon 
partnerS

director: 
paul Middleditch

production:  
plaZa FilMS

VFX: 
aniMal loGic
www.animallogic.com

Sydney’s Animal Logic creates 
hordes of 3D extras, wraps 
them in flowing robes and sends 
them rampaging across the 
New Zealand countryside in a 
stampede to “sell some bloody 
beer”. behavioral controls and 
performance parameters within 
Massive crowd simulation software 
allowed the digital humans to 
respond to their environment and 
to the actions of the others around 
them. 

Watch Behind the Scenes on 
the dVd.

stash 13.01

For George patterson partners
cD: James McGrath 
creatives: Grant rutherford,  
Ant Keogh 
producer: pip heming

For plaza Films
Ep: peter Masterton

For animal logic
VFX super: Andrew Jackson 
Lead compositor: Angus Wilson 
VFX producer: caroline renshaw

Music: cezary Skabiszewski

toolkit
Massive, Inferno, Maya, 
combustion



For Sprite 
Director: Moto Sakakibara 
producer: Junichi Yanagihara 
AD: Tatsuro Maruyama 
concept designer: Eric Feng 
3D: Tatsuro Maruyama,  
Takuji Tomooka 
Animator: hideki Sudo 
VFX: Koji Kawamura 
Software engineer: Tadashi Endo

toolkit
Arnold, Maya

Journey to the WeSt 
Film trailer

stash 13.21

director: 
Moto SaKaKiBara

animation: 
Sprite aniMation StudioS
www.spritee.com

Los Angeles-based Sprite is the 
new home of Moto Sakakibara, 
best known as co-director of 
columbia pictures’ 2001 release, 
Final Fantasy: The Spirits Within. 
With a new cG feature called GON 
due to hit theatres in 2007, Sprite 
debuted this trailer at Siggraph 
2005 as a demonstration of the 
company’s creative abilities.

populated by wholly original 
visions of mechanimals and 
various yoh-kai (spirit monsters), 
“Journey to the West” was inspired 
by an ancient chinese tale and 
takes place in a silly-spectacular 
place called Nirvana Land which 
is meant to resemble a meditative 
state of buddha.



tooheyS eXtra dry  
“War oF the applianceS” 
tVc :60

stash 14.02

For lion nathan australia 
Marketing director: Margaret Zabel  
Marketing manager:  
ben Slocombe  
brand manager: Josh Gaudry 

For BMF advertising 
AD: Andrew Ostrom  
copy: Andrew petch  
EcD : Warren brown  
producer: Sue Stewart  

For Filmgraphics
Ep: Jude Lengel  
Animation director: Simon O’Leary  
Editor: Sue Schweikert 

For animal logic
Ep: Jacqui Newman  
producer: Sarah beard  
Line producer: pip Malone  
Design/on-set super:  
Jane Milledge  
VFX super: Will reichelt  
3D team: Mike Mellor, Andrew 
Lodge, ben Falcone, Alwyn hunt, 
Arild Anfinnsen, Steve Beck, 
Nathan Mitchell, paul Jackovich, 
brett Margules  
Lead compositor: Leoni Willis  
compositing: Angus Wilson,  
Mark robinson  
Software: chris bone

toolkit
Maya, Flame

client: 
lion nathan auStralia 

agency: 
BMF adVertiSinG

director: 
GraeMe BurFoot

production:  
FilMGraphicS

VFX: 
aniMal loGic
www.animallogic.com 
 
perfect 3D integration, masterful 
fight choreography and a certain 
cruel humor ensure this ad a 
place in the Stash hall of Fame. 
Animal Logic teamed with fellow 
Australians Filmgraphics for the 
complex spot where the real 
appliances and their 3D stunt 
doubles are impossible to tell 
apart. 

 



For aMV BBdo
CDs: Ian Heartfield, Matt Doman 
producer: Yvonne chalkley

For Kleinman productions 
producer: Johnnie Frankel 
Editor: Steve Gandolfi

For Framestore cFc
VFX super/lead Inferno:  
William bartlett 
Inferno: Alex Thomas  
Additional Inferno: Murray butler, 
Jonathan hairman 
Jr Inferno: chris redding 
roto: Nicha Kumkeaw,  
Daria Ashley 
cGI super: Andy boyd  
Sr cGI: Dan Seddon 
cGI: Jamie Isles, David Mellor, 
James healy, Laura Dias, chris 
Syborn, Alex Doyle, Michele 
Fabbro, Joe Thornley 
Lead animator: Quentin Miles 
Animators: Nicklas Andersson, 
craig penn, Don Mahmood 
Jr cGI: rob richardson 
cGI tracking: Joe Leavson 
Telecine: Matthew Turner 
Producer: Scott Griffin  
pA: Sarah Goodwin

toolkit
Inferno, Maya, houdini 3D

GuinneSS “noituloVe” 
cinema and tVc :60

agency: 
aMV BBdo 

director: 
daniel KleinMan

production: 
KleinMan productionS

VFX/animation: 
FraMeStore cFc 
www.framestore-cfc.com

London’s Framestore cFc 
contribute a confounding 
tidbit to the ongoing debate 
about evolution with this digital 
assemblage of cG creatures, 
trees, grasslands, rivers, waterfalls, 
a meteorite, greenscreen footage, 
ape-man make-up, live action 
plates of Icelandic scenery, 
thirsty mudskippers plus time-
lapse footage of baking bread 
and boiling sugar standing in 
for evolving rock. production 
schedule: three months.

stash 15.01



For tBWa 
producer: Diane croll

For rSa Films 
Advisor to the director:  
chris cunningham 
producer: Kate Taylor

For the Mill
production: Stephen Venning,  
Liz browne 
3D super/lead character animator: 
ben Smith 
Lead animator/fight scene:  
Martin Gauvreau 
character animators:  
Martin Gauvreau, Maarten heistra, 
Jordi bares, Jamie Lancaster, 

Quentin Miles, Ivor Griffin 
Lighting/rendering: Laurent 
Makowski, Vincent baertsoen, 
Sam Driscoll, robert Kolbeins, 
Aiden Gibbons 
Lead Flame: barnsley 
Flame: rich roberts 
Flame assist: Mark payne 
TK: paul harrison

For Final cut
Editor: Jo Guest

toolkit
XSi, Maya, Shake, Flame, Spirit

Sony pSp  
“a day in the liFe” 
tVc :60

stash 15.02

agency: 
tBWa

director: 
aleX rutherFord

production: 
rSa FilMS

VFX/animation: 
the Mill
www.the-mill.com

Another safe bet for the Stash hall 
of Fame, this :60 started life as an 
agency brief to create a constantly 
changing entity made up of the 
PSP icons for gaming, music, film 
and photography. The tricky part? 
That entity could not resemble 
human or animal and could not 
possess legs or wheels. To that 
end, the first month of The Mill’s 
production schedule was set aside 
for design and motion tests. bTW, 
chris cunningham is credited as 
advisor to the director.



“aliVe in JoBurG” 
Short film

production:  
Spy FilMS

director: 
neill BloMKaMp

VFX:  
ratel

“Alive in Joburg” is a personal 
work from Vancouver-based 
director and black belt in VFX 
Neill blomkamp. Although the 
setting is bleak and the underlying 
themes serious, blomkamp – who 
was born in South Africa – insists 
the work is a tongue-in-cheek 
experiment in presenting western 
science fiction in a non-western 
setting, “It’s a strange piece, 
and I suspect that at first, people 
might not know how to react to 
it. but, that tends to be how it is 
with experimentation.” The South 
African shoot (captured throughout 
2005 in between paying gigs and 
another personal project called 
“Tempbot”) was financed by 
Toronto’s Spy Films with all VFX 
completed by blomkamp through 
his new VFX studio rATEL.
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Ep: carlo Trulli 
VFX: Neill blomkamp 
producer: Simon hansen,  
Sharlto copley 
production/location manager: 
Jason cope 
Sound recording: S’bo Nyembe 
Sound design: Francois Lafleur 
“harmonic code” track:  
Q Department 
Score: clinton Shorter 
Alien prosthetics: Sarah bergeest 
Motion capture: Mainframe Inc.

toolkit
LightWave, After Effects, boujou, 
photoshop



aeon FluX  
Game cinematic

Game developer:  
terMinal reality

director:  
Blur

animation:  
Blur
www.blur.com 

Starting with 3D scans of charlize 
Theron’s body and face, high res 
pix of her in the Aeon Flux costume 
and a series of facial expression 
photos, blur set about recreating 
the digital doppelganger of the 
Oscar winning actress. but blur cG 
super Kevin Margo reveals the 3D 
scans were ultimately only used as 
a rough proportional guide, “The 
client was interested in achieving a 
stylized/idealized face and body”. 

Margo gives high marks to brazil’s 
skin shader and GI rendering 
capabilities which, in combination 
with hDrI images, the team used 
as a base/ambient lighting pass 
with key and rim lights added for 
the Aeon character when needed.

based on the 1995 animated MTV 
series and timed to the paramount 
feature release directed by Karyn 
Kusama, the Aeon Flux game was 
released for playStation and Xbox. 
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For Blur 
cD: Tim Miller 
cG super: Kevin Margo 
Animation super: remi McGill 
Layout/editorial super: paul Taylor 
producers: Sherry Wallace,  
Debbie Yu

read the complete credit list at 
www.stashmedia.tv/17_29.

toolkit 
3ds Max, photoshop, brazil, Digital 
Fusion, premiere, postgreSQL, 
perl/python, Linux Fedora

Watch Behind the Scenes on 
the dVd



adidaS “Modular Man” 
tVc :30 x 2

agency: 
180 AMSTERDAM

director:  
arVind paleM 

animation: 
1ST AVE MACHINE 
www.1stavemachine.com

The singular talents of 1st 
Ave Machine suddenly found 
themselves in the international  
spotlight with this global campaign 
for the customizable +F50 TUNIT 
soccer boot. Starting with 3D head 
scans of the soccer superstars 
and the footwear as a rendering 
reference, the New York studio 
explode/implode elegant and 
powerful modular versions of the 
players for TV, print, online games 
and World cup large-screen 
applications. 

For adidas international 
head global communications:  
Uli becker 
brand marketing: Arthur höld 
communication: Levin reyher 
Advertising manager: Andrew Lux
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For 180 Amsterdam 
EcD: Andy Fackrell 
creatives: Lee hempstock,  
chris Landy 
Ep: peter cline 
Sr producer: cedric Gairard 
producer: Kate Morrison

For 1st Ave Machine 
Animator: Arvind palem 
producer: Serge patzak

For Q department  
Sound design/mix:  
Drazen bosnjak

toolkit 
3ds Max



FoXSportS “naScar 2006” 
tVc :60

cd:  
roBert GottlieB

production: 
FoXSportS 

animation/VFX:  
BuF
www.buf.fr

FoxSports and paris-based 
animation/VFX legends bUF team 
up for the second time to create 
visual poetry from virtual NAScAr 
action and deliver it to the masses. 
“We had about three weeks of 
prep before shooting where we 
storyboarded the scenes and 
honed in on what locations we 
would shoot,” recalls FoxSports 
cD robert Gottlieb. “Then it was 
about eight days of shooting the 
hi-res stills, and finally we had a bit 
less than four weeks to complete 
the 3D work, the edit and the 
sound design.”

For FoxSports
Vp/cD: robert Gottlieb 
cD: Mark Simmons 
producer: bill battin
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For Buf 
producer: Aurelia Abate 
Editor: Tom hok 
Sound design: Mic brooling 
Flame: cari chadwick,  
rene chamblain 
Mac: Guillermo Lecona,  
phillip Shtoll



renault MeGane “headS” 
tVc :30

agency: 
puBliciS lado c

director:  
SMith & FoulKeS

production/animation: 
neXuS productionS 
www.nexusproductions.com

“We wanted the world to look fairly 
realistic but have that touch of 
weird fakeness that would allow 
animated characters to believably 
live there,” say UK directors Smith 
& Foulkes of this spot created over 
10 weeks and starring the digital 
double of F1 racing hero Fernando 
Alonso. The duo considered using 
a 3D car but chose to shoot live 
action which yielded beautiful 
footage but posed the problem of 
how to composite the car into the 
cG world. “We had to meticulously 
plan every shot in the animatic so 
we knew exactly what to shoot – 
action, cameras, distances and 
speed. When we brought the 
footage into the animated comp 
we couldn’t believe how close it 
was to the animatic car.”
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For publicis lado c
creatives: Marcelo Vergara, 
Fabio Mazia, Maxi Itzkoff, Lucas 
cambiano, Lucas paulino,  
Angel Torres

For nexus productions 
DOp: Dennis crossan 
Producer: Julia Parfitt 
pM:  Nathalie le berre  
post producer: Gabriel Jorges 
heads of 3D: Darren price, 
ben cowell 
head of animation: reece Millidge 
compositing/Flame: Mike Skrgatic, 
Sheldon Gardner, reece Millidge

For the lift
producers: Alvaro Weber,  
Gabriel Jorges 

Sound design: Aaron reynolds, 
Alex hubbard at Wave 
Music composer: Alejandro Marti

 



 

SKy hd “Feel eVerythinG” 
cinema :60

agency:  
united london

design:  
Venture three

animation: 
the Mill
www.the-mill.com

The golden age of broadcast 
hi-def show pieces is well 
underway as this piece for Sky hD 
demonstrates. The original creative 
brief from Venture Three called 
for five six-second idents, each 
based on an emotion; Intense, 
Euphoric, Alive, hot, and Serene. 
The resulting phantasmagoric 
visuals – referencing textures and 
movements of deep-sea creatures 
and microscopic organisms 
 – soon grew into five 15-second 
ads, a :30 for television and this 
:60 for cinema. In all, including 
the five sections and more than 
20 rendering passes, over 40,000 
high def frames were output at 
1920x1080 resolution. 
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For united london 
cD: barry Skolnick 
 
For Venture three
cD: Graham Jones  
producer: Jackie Ankelan 
Music: Jona cox

For the Mill
producers: Jo Sheppard,  
Stefanie boose 
Lead 3D designers: Tom bussell, 
Jamie Lancaster 
3D: James Sindle, David Knight, 
Francois roisin, Ed boldero 
conceptual stills: Andrew proctor, 
rob petrie 
Shake: pete Joplin,  
Lise prudhomme 
Telecine: Mick Vincent

toolkit
Maya, XSI, Shake, Flame



“WarhaMMer: MarK oF 
chaoS” 
Game cinematic

client: 
naMco Bandai aMerica 
cinerGi interactiVe  
GaMeS WorKShop

director: 
iStVan ZorKocZy

animation: 
diGic pictureS
www.digicpictures.com

based in budapest, hungary, 
Digic pictures secures its position 
on the cinematic A-list with this 
Warhammer intro which stole 
the show at E3 2006 in LA and 
appeared in the 2006 Siggraph 
Electronic Theater program. 
The high definition film not only 
presents spectacular action, but 
introduces complex characters 
and what passes in the gaming 
world as a “deeply emotional 
tale”. The core of the story is the 
unequal epic battle between the 
Imperial Army and the forces of 
chaos. 

For cinergi interactive 
Ep: Alex rabb

For Games Workshop
producer: Erik Mogensen 
black library author: Gavin Thorpe
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For naMco Bandai america
Sr producer: chris Wren 
producer: Thomas Wu

For digic pictures
creative producer: Gabor Marinov 
cG super: robert Kovacs 
AD: peter Fendrik 
cinematic advisor:  
Gabor Szabo, hSc 
cG: Laszlo Aszalos, Akos haszon, 
Janos Orban, Karoly  porkolab, 
Kornel ravadits, Tamas Varga 
Animators: Gabor horvath, 
Agoston princz 
TDs: Szabolcs horvatth,  
peter Kovacs, Andras Tarsoly 
Mocap: hoselito Duric 
Stunts: Gabor balogh,  
Tamas Gyongyossy  
Tool development:  
Gabor Medinacz, Gabor Tanay  
Systems admin: Gabor Kali 

Original music: Tim Kelly 
Orchestra:  
hungarian Film Orchestra 
Sound designer: Attila Tozser

toolkit:
Maya, Syflex, RenderMan,  
mental ray, Digital Fusion, 
Nuke,  After Effects, photoshop, 
bodypaint, Zbrush, Unfold3D



coca-cola  
“happineSS Factory”  
TVC :90

agency: 
Wieden+Kennedy 
aMSterdaM 

directors: 
todd Mueller,  
Kylie MatulicK 

animation:   
pSyop
www.psyop.tv 

When W+K, Amsterdam pitched 
for the global coke business 
in 2005 one of the ideas they 
presented was a journey through 
a wacky factory inside a vending 
machine. After winning the coveted 
account the agency began 
talking to animation production 
companies about the spot. 
psyop’s presentation re-envisioned 
the original factory concept as a 
spectacular fantasy landscape 
populated by surreal characters 
– an entire world instead of an 
interior. Once W+K had swallowed 
the psyop Koolaid, cDs hunter 
hindman and rick condos sat 
down with co-directors Mueller 
and Matulick for a week to sketch 
out the wildest ideas they could 
come up with. 

“That was a really enjoyable 
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process,” says Matulick. “Our 
visual premise was one of blending 
machinery and natural elements, 
within which we added all these 
exotic creatures performing their 
particular functions. What’s great 
about this kind of intense creative 
collaboration is that you end up 
going in directions you’d never 
thought of before. From some 
initial ideas about a ‘factory,’ we 
moved on to this insanely epic 
fantasy landscape. We suspended 
all rules of objective reality and 
focused on getting this bottle 
delivered in the most ridiculously 
large and crazy way possible. It 
was something of a free-for-all, 
but it was incredibly valuable in 
the end, because we discovered 
that the spot was more about all 
the characters than the factory 
process, and that was the key to 
it’s success.” 

For Wieden+Kennedy
cDs: hunter hindman,  
rick condos  
producers: Darryl hagans,  
Tom Dunlap 
Assistant producer: Matt Kendall 
EcD: Al Moseley, John Norman 
Ep: Tom Dunlap

For psyop 
Ep: Justin booth-clibborn 
producer: boo Wong 
Assistant producers:  
Kate phillips, Viet Luu 
Flame: Eben Mears 
Lead 3D: Joe burrascano 
3D animators: Kevin Estey,  
Josh harvey, David chontos, 
Jonathan Garin, David Lobser, 
Naomi Nishimura, Ylli Orana, clay 
budin, chris bach, Dylan Maxwell, 
Kyle Mohr, Miles Southan, boris 
Ustaev, Dan Vislocky 
Modelers: Jaye Kim, Joon Lee 

Storyboard: ben chan 
Matte painter: Dylan cole 
Editor: cass Vinini

Music: human 
Ep: Marc Altshuler

Sound design: Amber Music & 
Sound Design 
Ep: Michelle curran 
Sound designer: bill chesley 
producer: Kate Gibson

Audio post: Audio Engine

toolkit
Maya, XSI, Flame, photoshop, 
Illustrator, After Effects

Watch Behind the Scenes on 
the dVd.

 



aXe / lynX “MillionS”  
tVc :60

agency: 
BBh 

director: 
FrederiK Bond

production:  
MJZ

VFX:   
the Mill
www.the-mill.com

Lynx campaigns – winners of many 
industry awards and countless 
fans – up the ante with this grand 
opus to male ego and political 
incorrectness. After the live action 
shoot in Los Angeles, women of 
different body shapes were mo-
capped walking, running, wading, 
and climbing to provide natural 
motion files for the CG extras. 
Those extras were then multiplied 
using Weta’s Massive crowd 
replication software to create the 
armies of up to 100,000 brazilian, 
Thai and Swedish Amazons. No 
word on a release date for the 
casting session tapes. 
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For BBh 
cDs: Adrian rossi, Alex Grieve 
producer: Olly chapman

For MJZ 
producer: Anna hasmi

For the Mill 
producer: Austen humphries  
Lead Flame: Giles cheetham 
Flame: Mark payne, Wes,  
pheng Sisopha, Ian plumb 
Flame assist: Mark payne 
Smoke: James pratt 
3D producer: Will O’connor  
Massive: rick Walia, Eric Deltour, 
Diamid harrison-Murray 
Modelers: Mario Ucci,  
Mikko Martikainen, Alex 
hammond, Stefan Gertsheimer, 
Andrew cadey 
3D tracker: Astrid busser-casas 
Matte painter: Dave Gibbons 
Special thanks: Elaine Ormes  
at boujou 
Telecine: Adam Scott

toolkit
Maya, XSI, Inferno, Massive, 
boujou, Shake 

 



For Wieden+Kennedy 
creatives: Sheena brady,  
Shannon McGlothin  
producer: Niki polyocan

For nexus productions   
Ep: chris O’reilly   
HOP: Julia Parfitt   
producer: Kara Mccombe

Sound Design: Amber Music

toolkit: 
3ds Max with brazil, After Effects, 
combustion

coca-cola “VideoGaMe” 
cimena & tVc :60

agency 
Wieden+Kennedy

director:  
SMith & FoulKeS

production/animation: 
neXuS productionS
www.nexusproductions.com

Directing duo Smith & Foulkes 
of London’s Nexus prodcutions 
continue their winning streak while 
taking the piss out of violent video 
games in this brilliant musical 
send-up for coke. created in 
hD, the fully cG spot opened 
in cinemas in the US followed 
by television worldwide and 
took 15 weeks to produce. “It 
was important that the urban 
landscape resembled current 
computer games but we  wanted 
the characters to have a wider 
range of emotion and expression,” 
says the directors. “They are, after 
all, breaking out of their typical 
computer game behavior. To get 
the end sequence right we worked 
with a choreographer and filmed 
dancers who interpreted the 
moves for individual characters. 
For the final chorus we both  
joined in too.”
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“eXit” 
Viral

director:  
SatoShi toMioKa

animation: 
KanaBan GraphicS 
www.kanaban.com

Japanese director Satoshi Tomioka 
pumps up his singular style of cG 
action-cartoon with this story of 
a tryst gone very wrong for the 
online game “Exit”. A graduate of 
Tokyo’s University of Technology, 
Tomioka’s career started at 
Dream Pictures Studio. His first 
film “Sink” received extensive 
screenings on the festival circuit 
and was followed by his second 
film “Coin Laundry” and work for 
MTV’s Artbreak project (Stash 03). 
Tomioka now heads up Kanaban 
Graphics, his Tokyo-based studio 
and is represented internationally 
by Nexus productions in London. 

For Kanaban Graphics 
Director/layout: Satoshi Tomioka 
Animation: Kesuke Minami, Synhei 
Kumanoto, Mazuyo Esaka
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SnicKerS “don’t Stop” 
TVC :90

agency:  
iMpact / BBdo duBai

director:  
Joeri holSheiMer

production: 
X-ray FilM aMSterdaM

animation:  
ValKieSer capital iMaGeS
www.valkieser.com

A Westside Story for the Middle 
East. After low-light tracking tests 
and motion capture experiments 
with proprietary LED motion 
trackers, Amsterdam’s Valkieser 
capital Images was off to Jeddah, 
Saudi Arabia to shoot back 
plates, hDrI spheres, and take 
measurements of the locations. 
back in Amsterdam, a team of six 
stunt coordinators spent two days 
in the mocap studio generating 
over 200 takes. The spot was 
delivered in pAL but posted in hD 
to ensure the best motion tracking 
and compositing results. 

Watch Behind the Bcenes on 
the dVd.
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For impact / BBdo dubai
EcD: peter russell 
Group head/copy: Jennie Morris 
AD: Sian binder 
producer: Azza Aboual Magd

For X-ray Film amsterdam 
producer: Soeren Schmidt 
Director: Joeri holsheimer

For Valkieser captial images
VFX super: hans Loosman 
3D supervisor: rolf van Slooten 
producer: Niels Scheide 
Offline: Annelien van Wijnbergen 
Online: hans Loosman, Floris van 
der Veen, Tim van paassen 
cG: rolf van Slooten, Marco 
Stolker, Mark van berkel, Michiel 
van den berg, Willem Zwarthoed 
color correction:  
hendrik Wingelaarz

toolkit
Maya, Shake, Inferno, cintel 
Millenium 2 Data Mill, Davini 2K, iQ



SaaB “BlacKBird”  
tVc :60 (spec)

director:  
JoSeph KoSinSKi

production:  
anonyMouS content

animation/VFX:  
SpeedShape, loS anGeleS
www.speedshape.com

The spark for this smooth and 
elegant spec spot was ignited 
during a trip to the LA Auto Show 
in December 2006 where director 
Joseph Kosinski spotted the Saab 
Aero X concept vehicle: “I knew 
immediately it was the car I wanted 
to use in the spot. I also wanted 
to do a branding spot rather than 
make it product-specific – no 
gimmicks, slogans, taglines, 
etc. Focus on mood rather than 
features, and try to provide a brief 
glimpse into the near future. The 
approach is more like a music 
video – a very simple, classic, 
open narrative, with focus on 
establishing a relationship between 
the car and the girl through a 
variety of visual metaphors, e.g. 
opening doors vs. folding legs, 
cutting between girl on her back 
and car upside down on the  
road, etc.” 
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The silky and riveting final visuals 
belie three months of late nights 
and technical heavy lifting by the 
Venice, CA office of CG specialists 
Speedshape. VFX super robert 
Nederhorst lets us in on some 
production secrets: “For all the 
3D work we used 3ds Max and 
rendered with Vray. The Vray 
render engine chewed through 
280 million polygons in the forest 
scene with over 1000 trees in 
it. render times for that were 
manageable at two hours/frame 
at 960x540 with displacement, 
reflection, shadows, and pure 
hDrI lighting. Our entire shoot 
used a digital film pipeline with 
the Viper camera in FilmStream 
mode. compositing was done in 
D2 Software’s Nuke and we used 
Intel based Xeon workstations 
and AMD based Opteron render 

nodes. Additional boxx hardware 
provided realtime hD playback 
and we used a panasonic 50” 
1080p plasma to Qc our work.” 

read more detailed notes at 
www.stashmedia.tv/32_01. 

Watch behind the Scenes on 
the dVd.

For anonymous content
Ep: Jeff baron 
hOp Sue Ellen clair 
head of sales: Michael DiGirolamo 
Dp: Gary Waller 
Storyboards: Dwayne Turner

For Speedshape 
VFX super: robert Nederhorst 
Producer: Stephen Griffith 
cG super: Greg Tsadilas 
compositing super:  
Marc Dominic rienzo 
previz: John Allardice 

Digital artist/videographer:  
Erick Schiele 
Digital artists: Nathan Millsap, 
Linden Vennard, Matt Fairclough 
Modeling: Jared Tripp, Justin Mijal, 
Nick poznick, Jeff Zimnickas, 
Willam McMahan 
VFX assistant: hagen Gilbert 
compositing assistant: brady 
Doyle 
3D tracking: Mike Orlando 
Ep: Steve reiss 
Managing director: carl Seibert 
On set photography:  
pamela Newlands

Music: remix of Nina Simone by 
Jeffery Kosinski

toolkit
3ds Max, V-ray, Scratch, pF 
Track, photoshop, Terragen



“colin Mcrae dirt” 
Game trailer

Game developer:  
codeMaSterS

director:  
WieK luiJKen

animation:  
aXiS aniMation
www.axisanimation.com

The assignment on this project, 
says Axis Ep richard Scott, was 
to distinguish the trailer for Colin 
McRae Dirt from the many other 
driving and off-road promotional 
clips in the games world. “The 
trailer needed to illustrate to 
consumers the main features of 
the new title, which are a variety 
of racing styles, extensive car 
damage, detailed car interiors 
and amazing realism including 
visual effects. It also needed to 
induce high levels of emotion from 
the viewer and explain how the 
franchise has progressed since 
the last colin Mcrae rally game.” 
Schedule: 14 weeks.

For codemasters
brand manager: Guy pearce
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For axis animation 
producer: paula Lacerda 
Ep: richard Scott 
production coordinator: Jo Shaw 
Technical director: Nic pliatsikas 
Lead artist: Sergio caires

toolkit
Maya, houdini, Modo, 
combustion, Final cut pro



tarGet “MarBleS”, 
“reVolution”  
Outdoor branded films

agency:  
catalySt StudioS

director:  
tronic

design/animation:  
tronic
www.tronicstudio.com

To fully appreciate these films you 
need to understand the venue 
where they are installed. Victory 
park is a retail/residential/hotel/
office development in Dallas, TX, 
and one of the largest outdoor 
media installations in the world. 
The video assets include eight 
movable 15x26-foot LED screens 
mounted on rails facing each 
other across the 60-foot wide 
Victory plaza. This gave Tronic 
the opportunity to choreograph 
the movement of the screens and 
connect it to the content of the 
films. “We found interesting ways 
to have the actual marbles play 
against the physical borders of the 
moving screens,” says cD Jesse 
Seppi. “Sometimes the screens 
play identical footage, at other 
times they go into the ‘full mode’ 
where what happens on the east 
and west screens is different but is 
narratively connected.” 
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For target
creative manager: ron Anderson 
producer: barth Ward

For catalyst Studios
cD: Shannon pettini 
producer: betsy Treinen

For tronic
cD: Jesse Seppi 
Ep: Vivian rosethal 
producer: Toby Sowers

Music: Statique Sound, Modern 
Music, Martell Sound

toolkit
3ds Max, Final cut pro,  
After Effects, photoshop, 
Illustrator, boujou, 



StarcraFt ii
Game trailer/cinematic

Game developer: 
BliZZard entertainMent

creative director: 
nicK carpenter

animation: 
BliZZard entertainMent 
www.blizzard.com

When the world’s most popular 
real-time strategy game came 
back for round two the trailer – 
created by the in-house talent at 
blizzard – set new standards for 
anyone interested in 3D. here’s 
Nick carpenter, cD of the blizzard 
design team on what it all means: 
“The idea of turning the creation of 
a marine into a cinematic has been 
on my mind ever since we started 
working on the cinematics for the 
original Starcraft. When you click 
on that button to build a marine, 
what does that mean? Actually 
showing the marine being built 
gives us an exciting opportunity 
to show that in the Starcraft 
universe, even something that’s 
normally very mundane can have a 
truly epic feeling to it.

“When you see all the intricate 
pieces of the armor coming 
together, you really get to 
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appreciate the power and the 
toughness of the marine unit 
from a whole new perspective. 
but this is only the most basic 
unit; this is your cannon fodder, 
your red shirts. If the creation of a 
mere marine is already this cool, 
just imagine what it must be like 
when a goliath or a siege tank is 
assembled. Essentially, we picked 
this scene because we felt it was a 
great way to return to the Starcraft 
universe.

“There’s a great deal of collab-
oration going on between all the 
teams that work on Starcraft II. 
We have a lot of brainstorming 
sessions where people from 

my team, the Starcraft design 
team, and our creative team sit 
down and throw around story 
ideas, character ideas, and just 
general thoughts of what’s going 
to happen next. For example, 
as we were coming up with the 
concept for the teaser cinematic 
and fleshing out the details for the 
marine portrayed in it, that marine 
evolved over time into a character, 
named Tychus Findlay, that 
features prominently in Starcraft 
II. The creative process involved 
with working Tychus into a certain 
role in the plot and fleshing him 
out helped us give him even more 
character depth in the cinematic.”

The finished marine character – in 
development for over a year – is 
composed of over seven million 
polygons and is so data-heavy 
he broke blizzard’s renderfarm 
and had to be disassembled 
into component body parts and 
rendered as separate passes. 
Schedule: “full-scale production 
mode for six months.”

toolkit 
3ds Max, Nuke, renderMan

For Blizzard entertainment 
The blizzard cinematics team



GuinneSS “it’S aliVe inSide”
tVc : 60

agency: 
iiBBdo

director: 
SteVe cope

production: 
red Bee Media

VFX: 
the Mill, london 
www.the-mill.com

The grand scale and dense action 
of this spot belies its humble 
live-action beginnings consisting 
of one drum, several lengths 
of rope and three stuntmen in 
a greenscreen studio. All the 
backgrounds are cG as are the 
music machine and the supporting 
characters, which were created in 
Natural Motion Endorphin and then 
imported into XSI. The characters’ 
bubble trails and explosions were 
all created in Maya. Schedule: 
eight weeks for 50 shots (10 in 
full CG).

read more detailed notes at 
www.stashmedia.tv/37_01.

For iiBBdo
cDs: pat hamil, Mark Nutley, 
brendan coyle 
producer: Noel byrne

stash 37.01

For red Bee Media
Director: Steve cope 
producers: Edel Erickson,  
Laura Gould

For the Mill
production: charlotte Loughnane, 
Lee pavey 
Telecine: Seamus O’Kane 
Lead Flame: richard roberts 
Flame assist: Leon Woods,  
paul Downes 
Lead Shake: Darren christie 

Shake: Grainne Freeman,  
becky porter, pete hodsman 
Smoke: John Thorton 
VFX super/Lead 3D:  
Juan brockhaus 
Lead TD: Tom bussel 
3D: Aidan Gibbons,  
Alex hammond, Suraj Odedra, 
ross Urien, James rogers 
Final cut editor: Daniel budin

toolkit
XSI, Maya, Endorphin, Shake, 
Flame, Smoke, Final cut



oranGina  
“naturally Juicy” 
tVc/viral

stash 39.28

agency:  
FFl, pariS

directors:  
todd Mueller 
Kylie MatulicK

production:  
StinK 
pSyop

animation: 
the Mill, london 
www.the-mill.com

paris-based über creatives Fred 
& Farid enlist psyop co-directors 
Todd Mueller and Kylie Matulick 
and the cG animation crew at 
The Mill, London then push hard 
on a whole lot of buttons and 
boundaries to boost the image of 
a classic carbonated drink and 
its iconic bottle. “I guess it goes 
without saying that when you get 
the opportunity to spray Orangina 
all over the chest of a sexy bunny 
girl, you go for it,” sighs Mueller. 
“That was basically the motivation 
and creative charge throughout 
the production; the agency just 
kept pushing us to get furrier and 
naughtier.”

For FFl, paris 
EcDs: Fred & Farid  
cDs: Michael Zonnenberg, 
Joseph Dubruque, Nicolas Lautier, 
baptiste clinet 
Advertising supers: hugues 
pietrini, Marie-Laure Trichard 
TV producer/3D production:  
robin Accard

For Stink/psyop 
Directors: Todd Mueller,  
Kylie Matulick 
Eps: Daniel bergman,  
Sylvaine Mella 
producers: richard Fenton,  
Mariya Shikher 
Animation director:  
Nicholas Weigel 
Additional design: David chontos 
Editor: paul hardcastle

For the Mill  
producer: Stephen Venning 
Telecine: Jamie Wilkinson 
3D producer: pip Malone 
3D/animation lead: Juan 
brockhaus 
3D TD: James rogers 
Fur TD: rick Thiele 
Environment lead: Jimmy Kiddell 
Mo-cap TD: Thomas champon 
3D: Grant Walker, Sam Driscoll, 
Laurent Makokski, Alex hammond, 
Ed boldero, James Spillman, 
Janak Thakker, Jesus parra, 
Douglas Laissance, Marco 
Kowalik, can Y. Sanalan, Max 
Dennison, Noel hocquet, Justin 
Summers, raul Monerris, Aidan 
Gibbons, Luke Tickner, Sergio 
Xisto, richard costin, carlos calle 
ramos, Simon clarke 
2D lead: Darren christie 
2D: peter hodsman, Grainne 
Freeman, Michael harrison, Mark 
payne, Garrett honn 
3D editorial: Daniel budin 
Motion capture: cinedroid

Music: I Like it Like That, EMI 
Music publishing 
Sound production: Amber Music 
composer/arrangers: colin Smith, 
Simon Elms 
Ep: Michelle curran 
Sound designer: bill chesley 
Mix: Jungle, London
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